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International law includes provisions for restitution or compensation for victims of housing, land, and property (HLP) rights violations. Practical challenges remain for addressing violations of HLP rights in transitional societies characterized by the continuation of sporadic, low-intensity conflict or the incompleteness of regime change. The inability to address HLP rights violations in such contexts has resulted in “rights gaps,” weaknesses or absences of rule of law resulting in the inability to pursue accountability for those most responsible for violations that further enable the continuation of HLP rights violations under the successor regime. Without respect for HLP rights, practices such as land-grabbing perpetuate conflict, displacement, and illicit trade. Through a review of existing literature on land reform and transitional justice, this article considers complex histories of dispossession, using the case of land-grabbing in Myanmar’s Kachin State to consider means of reparation that go beyond land restitution and compensation in transitional societies. The article proposes alternative means of reparation, such as the incorporation of customary land tenure into statutory frameworks and the pursuit of foreign government and corporate accountability, which aim to achieve broader aspirations for victims of land-grabbing and resource-based conflict.

I. Introduction

Housing, land, and property (HLP) rights are fundamental to individual and collective identity, recognition, security, and development. Violations of these rights may serve as determining or aggravating factors in the commission of other human rights violations, as well as in violence and armed conflict. HLP rights violations often occur in three different contexts: during active armed conflict or state repression, in “insecure situations” where the state is unstable but still maintains control, and after the cessation of hostilities when societies are attempting to reestablish rule of law. During
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periods of armed conflict and state repression, land and resources serve as a "pivot of power" for armed groups and anti-democratic regimes. In insecure situations, armed groups, established elites, and political entrepreneurs alike often challenge tenuous state control to gain privileged access to land and natural resources as a means of institutionalizing unequal distribution of landholdings, depriving people of access to land, or illegally or unjustly dispossessing landholders for the sake of gaining power. Even after hostilities cease, people are forcibly evicted or displaced using legal and extralegal means that exacerbate post-conflict problems and create potential for renewed conflict over illegal occupation, overlapping claims, lack of documentary evidence to ownership, and gender discrimination in access to land and property assets. During transitions from conflict or repression, one issue that invariably arises is the status of the HLP rights of individuals. Therefore, consideration of HLP rights in transitional justice processes becomes essential for remediating past violations and preventing their recurrence in new political systems.

The use of a transitional justice lens to examine HLP rights violations seeks to combine the provision of legal remedy for past violations in accordance with a juridical conception of justice, with the provision of present benefits to victims in accordance with a humanitarian conception of civilian protection and a political conception of community-building. Reparations programs in particular have the potential to achieve these objectives both in states emerging from periods of protracted armed conflict and in those transitioning from anti-democratic to ostensibly more democratic regimes, which are addressed jointly due to numerous similarities in their transitional trajectories. Bodies of international law that are applicable in times of peace and conflict—including international humanitarian law, international human rights law, and refugee law—provide for restitution of housing, land, and property. Yet law alone is rarely sufficient to guarantee state respect for human rights, particularly in transitional states.

The practical challenges associated with achieving the juridical and normative objectives of reparations programs in transitional societies often result in "rights gaps" that enable the continuation of HLP rights violations
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under the successor regime. Rights gaps manifest in three primary ways during transitional periods. First, the highly technical nature of HLP systems and the need to provide both immediate attention to and long-term support for HLP rights during periods of conflict and transition enable individuals and groups to capitalize on complex and contradictory regulations to seize land. Weaknesses in land titling and administration, particularly in states characterized by the continuation of sporadic, low-intensity conflicts in peripheral territories or incomplete regime changes, are often aggravated by tensions between customary rights and formal legal systems. Second, rights gaps may result from lacunae between different bodies of international law that are applicable during armed conflict, or between international and domestic laws that are commonly suspended in emergency situations. Determining the relevant body of law to address violations of HLP rights, its scope of application, and its enforceability can be complicated where legal infrastructures are severely damaged or absent and where capacities to enforce laws are limited in ungoverned spaces where the rule of law was previously weak. Third, rights gaps may result from difficulties determining who should be held accountable for massive human rights violations and how to pursue accountability. Challenges associated with establishing legal-factual links of responsibility between perpetrators and their acts are particularly prevalent where evidence of a connection to the violation is weak or non-existent, or where political considerations prevent successor regimes from pursuing accountability.

As a result of these rights gaps, many HLP rights violations committed in the context of armed conflict or anti-democratic regimes may continue, and even escalate, during the transitional period. This necessitates a more comprehensive conception of reparations that extends beyond the legal concept of restitution to provide redress for the myriad damages associated with HLP rights violations and build more inclusive communities after the transitional period. This article considers the challenges of providing reparations for past HLP rights violations when the complexities of the transitional period enable their perpetuation under the successor regime. First, the legal, normative, and contextual elements of reparations for past and ongoing HLP rights violations are explored through a transitional justice lens. Second, specific HLP rights violations are examined in detail using the

case study of land-grabbing in Myanmar's resource-rich Kachin State to create a typology of HLP rights violations. Third, the feasibility of various principles of reparations for HLP rights violations are explored and subsequently evaluated within the political context of Myanmar's transition. Finally, an examination of the traditional concepts of restitution and compensation is complemented by the consideration of customary land tenure reform and foreign government and corporate accountability as feasible means to address the broader needs and aspirations of victims. Based on analysis of existing literature and of the Myanmar case study, this article argues that legal and normative approaches to transitional justice should be combined to close rights gaps and achieve maximum satisfaction for victims.

II. INTERNATIONAL LEGAL AND NORMATIVE CONSIDERATIONS FOR HOUSING, LAND, AND PROPERTY REPARATIONS

Transitional justice is comprehensively defined as the set of practices, mechanisms, and concerns that arise following a period of conflict, civil strife or repression, and that are aimed at confronting and dealing with past violations of human rights and humanitarian law.15 The protection of victims' rights has become a central concern of modern transitional justice processes,16 necessitating both restorative and reparative means of addressing social relations after conflict or massive human rights violations.17 In the aftermath of massive human rights violations committed by the state and its agents, reparations play an important role in state-building by restoring victims to equal citizens, promoting trust in institutions, strengthening the rule of law, and encouraging social integration or reconciliation.18 Central to this notion is the ability of reparations to acknowledge harm, accept some degree of responsibility, avow sincere regret, and promise not to repeat the offense.19

Reparations are the most victim-centered transitional justice mechanism because they have the potential to respond more directly to victims' needs

and priorities when their rights have been violated. Two different victim-centered notions of justice emerge in regards to reparations: the juridical notion of legal justice, which can be best understood as the achievement of justice as fairness for individuals in isolated cases; and the pragmatic notion of political justice, which considers the specific political, cultural, economic, and social context and the associated constraints during the design of massive reparations programs for a wider and more complex constellation of victims. Therefore, it is important to combine attempts to address both the reparative needs of victims with their aspirations for a more democratic future in which they are full rights-holders.

A. International Legal Considerations

A number of existing bodies of international law reference HLP rights. But before examining how the international legal regime addresses HLP rights, it is important to understand what these rights confer upon their beneficiaries. In a legal sense, land rights are those property rights that pertain to the access and ownership of land and natural resources, which typically concern the ability of title-holders to possess, make use of, or alienate property. Property rights refer to a broad set of rights that includes “use rights,” which allow the right holder to use an asset for consumption and/or to generate income; “transfer rights,” which allow the right holder to sell, donate or bequeath; and “entitlement rights,” which allow the right holder to rent, mortgage, or pledge the asset for use and enjoyment by others. Housing rights are included within the broader conceptualization of land and property rights to address the right to basic shelter and extend greater legal protection to tenants, cooperative dwellers, and individuals who lack secure tenure within property systems. Yet even the more comprehensive grouping of HLP rights has been criticized for its failure to consider the collective interests and aspirations associated with ownership or access to natural resources, non-tangible goods, and legal infringements on “opportunities to appropriate.” Therefore, any attempts to provide legal remedy for HLP rights violations must consider the complexities of the scope and applicability of such rights vis-à-vis a broad constellation of rights holders in the design of reparations programs.
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Reparation is one of the primary ways of providing legal remedy to victims of human rights violations. In the broadest conception, reparations refer to the measures that may be employed to redress the various types of harms that victims may have suffered as a consequence of certain crimes.  

Although reparation includes both material and non-material elements, it is essentially a legal question containing political and moral dimensions that must be considered equally when addressing past injustice. In order to understand how HLP rights violations committed within the context of large-scale land-grabs could be rendered justiciable, it is important to examine different bodies of law that are applicable in times of both armed conflict and state repression. 

Despite the fact that numerous HLP rights violations are committed during armed conflict, international humanitarian law is of limited use for protecting housing, land, and property. Specifically, this body of law does not apply to conflicts that are not of an international nature. When large-scale land-grabs occur within the context of armed conflict, they are commonly confined to the territory of a single state and are committed by a state’s regular armed forces and identifiable armed groups, or between such armed groups fighting amongst themselves. Therefore, the law of non-international armed conflict is the only applicable subset of law in such situations. The problem is that Article 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocol II—the only provisions regulating non-international armed conflict—do not grant civilian property a general protection. Therefore, the state, its national armed forces, and identified groups are essentially absolved of responsibility for providing reparation to victims of HLP rights violations during non-international armed conflicts.

Potential recourse for HLP rights violations may be found in a more expansive reading of the prohibition on pillage in Article 4(2)f of Additional Protocol II of the Geneva Conventions—which the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) commentary applies to “all types of property, whether they belong to private persons or to communities or the State,” and which includes “acquisitions through contracts based on intimidation, pressure, or a position of power derived from the surrounding armed conflict.” Although the conventions extend the prohibitions to non-state actors—such as insurgents, corporations, and individual citizens—specific reparations provisions in the law of armed conflict are still being
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explored and their implementation is lacking. In 2005, the ICRC asserted that states bear responsibility for reparations in both international and non-international armed conflicts. The lack of state practice to support claims that such recognition signified the achievement of customary international law, combined with limited enforcement and monitoring mechanisms for violations, severely weakens this progressive interpretation.

International human rights law provides the basis for individuals to challenge state action both in times of peace and armed conflict. Provisions on remedies and reparations feature prominently in all human rights instruments, which provide avenues for individual claimants to pursue reparation through legally binding and quasi-judicial enforcement mechanisms. Although there is currently no explicit reference to a general human right to land under international human rights law, both treaty and non-treaty law link land issues to the enjoyment of specific substantive human rights and provide the bases for property ownership and restitution. Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), parts of which have become customary international law and thus binding on all states, provides for the right to own property, including adequate housing, and protects against the arbitrary deprivation of property. Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) prohibits arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy or the home. Article 11(1) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), which implements the UDHR and is legally binding on all states, reaffirms the right to adequate housing and the right to continuous improvement of living conditions, and refers to property as one of the grounds on which
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discrimination is forbidden.\textsuperscript{38} HLP rights have also been cited in numerous declarations affirming the rights of migrant workers,\textsuperscript{39} disabled persons, elderly persons, and indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{40}

Perhaps the most substantive expansion of HLP rights under international human rights law has resulted from developments in refugee protection. The 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees enshrines the rights of refugees to residence, property, housing, and freedom of movement. These include prohibitions related to forced displacement and deportation, and numerous rights including the right to return to one's home.\textsuperscript{41} Since the early 1990s, support for the HLP rights of refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) has grown within the humanitarian community based on the recognition that securing access to adequate land and housing was crucial to both immediate and long-term attempts to meet some of the most basic shelter, protection, and livelihood needs in a manner that encouraged self-reliance rather than dependence.\textsuperscript{42} The recognition of HLP rights for refugees and IDPs underscores the importance of securing these rights to long-term peace, stability, economic development, and justice.\textsuperscript{43}

The development and implementation of property restitution policies, which aim to either restore the victim to the original situation before the rights violation occurred or provide substitution of in-kind goods,\textsuperscript{44} have led to the emergence of a right to property restitution that derives from the right to an effective remedy under international human rights law.\textsuperscript{45} The 2005 Pinheiro Principles asserted a post-conflict right to restitution of properties that displaced peoples left behind, as both a legal remedy for arbitrary displacement and a precondition for durable solutions.\textsuperscript{46} The prohibition on forced, arbitrary, or illegal evictions, and the principle of tenure security, is particularly relevant to the protection of HLP rights in transitional contexts. In regards to land-grabbing, the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights General Comment no. 7 underscores the impo-
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tance of tenure security as a safeguard against forced evictions, including forced population transfers, internal displacement, and forced relocations. Provisions of remedy or recourse for violations of the right to adequate housing are provided through legal appeals aimed at preventing planned eviction, illegal actions by landlords or their agents, and discrimination in the allocation of available housing.

Despite numerous references to HLP rights in international law, legal provisions alone are rarely sufficient to guarantee state respect for such rights. Ultimately, states must accede to these mechanisms and agree to be bound by their provisions. Many states, including Myanmar, are not parties to the ICCPR or the ICESCR, and thus are not bound to adhere to their provisions. In addition, obligations embodied in international legal instruments are vague and abstract, and are difficult to implement. For example, the ICCPR and ICESCR do not provide for the right to peacefully enjoy adequate housing and property per se; they only entail prohibitions on discriminatory actions, which require legal measures designed to ensure consistent implementation. Furthermore, most international human rights treaties are conceived and configured to respond to violations suffered by individuals rather than through massive programs. The gap between international law and its successful implementation at the national and local levels enable the continuation of HLP rights violations under the successor regime.

B. Normative Considerations

Although a universally applicable, codified right to housing and property restitution under international human rights law may not currently exist in practice in all circumstances of dispossession, its recognition as a core human right is gaining acceptance. Yet international law may only play an indirect role in this phenomenon. For example, it has been argued that a "repa-
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rations ethos"52 is developing based on the belief that individuals who have been injured in accordance with applicable international human rights standards should be compensated *restitutio in integrum*. This phenomenon may be more attributable to moral and political considerations in transitional periods, requiring a normative rather than a legal approach to move reparation for HLP rights abuses from theory to practice. According to this approach, large-scale administrative programs that are designed to respond to a large constellation of victims obviate some of the difficulties and costs associated with trying isolated, individual cases.53 These programs maintain a complementary relationship with different justice measures, which may be employed to provide redress for the various types of harms that victims may have suffered as a consequence of certain crimes.

The diverse forms and functions of reparations can be found in the numerous UN non-binding standards that have greatly expanded the concept of reparations for victims of serious human rights abuses. The 1985 Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crimes and Abuse of Power anticipated reparations provisions for victims who have suffered harm “through acts or omissions that do not yet constitute violations of national criminal laws but of internationally recognized norms relating to human rights.”54 The Declaration paved the way for international recognition of a right to reparation while emphasizing the need for national legislation to enact and enforce the right to remedy at the domestic level. The 2005 Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious violations of International Humanitarian Law defined the principles of reparation as restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction, and guarantees of non-recurrence.55 Although these principles did not specifically address HLP rights, they reflected the normative connection between international humanitarian and human rights law, and stressed the importance of, and obligation to, implement domestic reparations.56

Transitional justice practitioners often apply the Basic Principle and Guidelines to HLP issues during the design and implementation of restitution programs. Restitution is often the ideal approach for victims, and is the legally prescribed approach for states to facilitate return to one's place of residence and return of property.57 As previously described, attempts to restore land ownership to the situation predating the conflict or authoritarian regime often focus on restoring the condition and integrity of land registers
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and conducting only as much registration and adjudication as necessary to confirm those titles. In cases of gross violations of international human rights law, however, it is often materially, politically, economically, or legally impossible to re-establish the situation that existed before the wrongful act, or provide in-kind compensation. Often, land registers are missing or irreparably damaged and titles—if they previously existed—are similarly missing or contested. This is particularly true in cases where land and property have been seized or destroyed in the context of armed conflict and where elements of the previous regime or belligerent groups gain or retain power after the hostilities cease. Competing claims and the rights of third parties create additional complications in the post-transition period. In such instances, compensation may be a more viable option.

Compensation refers to the transfer of money or goods dissimilar to the affected property and should be provided for any economically assessable damage as appropriate and proportional to the gravity of the violation and the circumstances of each case. Financial or in-kind compensation is often considered more feasible than restitution because it provides more room for negotiation, it requires no search for lost goods, and it is easier to distribute. Compensation is also preferable for victims who are unwilling to return to their homes based on fear of retribution, or for foreign investors who have lost confidence in the political and economic environment. When consulted about how to meet their basic needs in the transitional period, a majority of victims often rank compensation as more important than trials. Yet compensation also proves infeasible in many contexts. Financial disparities between formerly owned property and substitutes offered by the new regime can create issues of redistribution by focusing less on what one should own in light of past ownership than on what is the baseline of welfare to which one is entitled regardless of past entitlements. Compensation is also inherently divisive, pitting individuals and groups against one another over who receives compensation and how much. In this regard, compensation has the potential to violate rights and incite new conflict.

Rehabilitation typically concerns the provision of medical and psychological care, as well as legal and social services. In a broader sense, rehabilitation also refers to measures that seek to rehabilitate the civic status of victims and their families after periods of conflict or repression. Within
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the context of HLP rights violations, rehabilitation may also consider the restoration of housing, land, and property titles to recover or sell property, settle inheritance disputes, and support members of society who are typically alienated from ownership, such as women and girls. The provision of housing support also underscores the humanitarian emphasis on HLP rights to meet basic shelter, protection, and livelihood needs.

Satisfaction for damages, particularly moral damages, aims to provide effective measures to provide full reparation. Verification of the facts and full and public disclosure of the truth about HLP rights violations are commonly employed to address such violations in ways that establish the dignity and reputation of victims. Truth-seeking mechanisms such as commissions of inquiry and truth commissions collect facts to detail individual cases of dispossession, provide a means to hear testimony about the contested history of control over land, and highlight the full range of grave human rights violations in a way that increases the level of understanding for the need to redress HLP rights violations and creates an authoritative record for future accountability. Although truth-seeking measures can help build the political and public support for governments to respond favorably to victims’ needs, addressing such “historical” issues involves political risks, including threats to post-conflict stability and reconciliation.

Guarantees of non-recurrence, which aim to prevent the reigniting of conflict or future commission of abuse, are essential to justice reconciliation. The structural causes of conflict or oppression, including both political and economic implications, must be carefully considered to address the root causes of violations. In order to realize the broader goals of social transformation and the prevention of conflict driving transitional justice processes, it is important to identify the sources of the legitimate grievances that, if unaddressed, may erupt in renewed conflict. Review and reform of the laws contributing to or allowing gross violations of international human rights law and serious violations of international humanitarian law are also important to provide greater legal clarity and protection against HLP rights violations in the future. For instance, land tenure reforms, such as systematic land registration processes, have the potential to remedy inequitable access to and ownership of land by fundamentally re-structuring tenure systems and, in doing so, prevent future disputes.
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The various principles of reparations illustrate the complementary relationship between international legal and normative concepts of justice and provide guidance for their application. Although the provision of benefits grouped under all five principles may be beyond the mandate of any reparation program, the shift from strictly legal reparations for individual victims to complex programs that distribute material and symbolic benefits to a greater constellation of victims reflects a broadening of the underlying normative goals and ideals of reparation in a given context.

III. CONTEXTUAL REALITIES OF REPARATIONS FOR HLP RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Providing redress in post-conflict and transitional periods is often a complex task with numerous financial, political, and administrative challenges. The provision of individual or collective reparations for HLP rights violations are particularly challenging in societies where large-scale displacement has rendered broad segments of victims, or where state financial or logistical capacity cannot respond to massive numbers of victims. The sheer magnitude of such challenges often requires acknowledging practical limits to a successor regime’s ability to provide adequate compensation for past injustices. Although ‘comprehensive’ reparations programs that extend benefits to the victims of all the violations that may have taken place during a given period of conflict or repression are preferred, no program to date has achieved total comprehensiveness. Instead, many programs seek ‘complexity’ by combining material and symbolic benefits in complementary arrangements to maximize results and reach more victims.

In transitional periods reparations must seek to both remedy individual injustices and repair the broader society through the creation of a new political community. For example, when HLP rights violations are addressed, they tend to focus on the return of confiscated property to its rightful owners. Although this may be the correct policy in simple cases, it proves inadequate within the vastly complex framework of transitional justice. This practice also has the opportunity to impose or institutionalize discriminatory laws, especially when they alienate specific segments of the population, such as women and girls, from owning housing, land, and property. Values such as stability, equity, and fairness thus become important considerations in the design and administration of reparations programs for HLP rights violations.
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Depending on the nature of HLP rights violations in the period preceding transition, attempts to remedy injustice may require looking beyond individual cases of dispossession to focus on the entire land tenure system. In this context, transformative reparations have the potential to rectify past injustices by combining the more traditional concept of reparations grounded in corrective justice for past violations with the forward-looking concept of distributive justice that seeks to address the current needs of victims. Transformative reparations are innovative in the sense that they do not seek to restore victims to their situation before conflict or repression, which is often one of inequality or impoverishment; rather, they seek to "transform" the structural causes of the conflict and change the situation in which the victims live.

The successor regime's choice of how and when to address HLP rights violations often requires prioritizing which rights to address. For example, the assumption that the realization of economic, social, and cultural (ESC) rights will logically follow the enjoyment of civil and political rights suggests that human rights can be "sequenced" in transitional justice processes in ways that systematically afford greater priority to some rights over others. Yet, this prioritization may contradict the victim-centered nature of some transitional justice mechanisms, which hold that transitional measures should be consultative and responsive to the needs identified by victims themselves. Although victims often prioritize reparative and redistributive justice over retributive justice, mechanisms that address violations of HLP rights often receive low priority during the design and implementation of transitional justice processes. Guaranteeing the satisfaction of immediate needs is essential for transitional justice mechanisms to be perceived as a priority.

Reform of HLP arrangements in the transitional period therefore requires both immediate attention to address pressing economic needs and long-term support to create economic stability and growth. Action on the part of the successor regime and international stakeholders immediately after cessation of hostilities or regime change is crucial for meeting basic shelter, protection, and livelihood needs. In addition, HLP access changes that occurred during the previous period become consolidated and compounded.
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thereby decreasing abilities to rectify them as time passes. Comparative experience suggests that delay or inactivity may be a self-defeating strategy as conflict exacerbates HLP violations, particularly in terms of population displacement and the potential for land-grabbing by political elites, who use rent seeking to accrue political authority after the cessation of conflict.

Numerous other considerations—including the nature of the perpetrator regime, the type of HLP violation, the sheer volume of violations, the time variable, and economic impacts of legal struggles to reach final decisions on HLP status—compound the enormity of this undertaking. The next section examines these contextual considerations in-depth using the case of land-grabbing in Myanmar to consider how reparations measures may be designed based on individual and societal needs.

IV. LAND-GRABBING IN MYANMAR: PAST AND PRESENT HLP RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Land-grabbing is a serious threat to those who rely on the land and associated resources for their livelihoods. Land-grabs are “land acquisitions or concessions that take place in one or more of the following circumstances: (i) in violation of human rights, particularly the equal rights of women; (ii) in the absence of free, prior and informed consent of the affected land-users; (iii) in disregard of, or without thorough assessment of social, economic and environmental impacts, including the way those impacts are gendered; (iv) without transparent contracts that specify clear and binding commitments about activities, employment and benefits sharing, and; (v) in the absence of effective democratic planning, independent oversight and meaningful participation.”

Land-grabs can be ‘real’ (for instance, outright confiscation) or ‘virtual’ (for instance, acquiring resource concession or appropriating subsidies). Whether ‘real’ or ‘virtual’, land-grabbing is focused on controlling the power to decide how and for what purposes land and resources can be used now and in the future. Generally speaking, land-grabbing tends to fix or consolidate forms of access to land-based wealth by capturing power to control land and other resources like water, minerals, or forests.
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Land-grabbing and associated crimes have been reported throughout Myanmar.93 Reports of land-grabbing have been attributed to the construction of oil and gas pipelines along the southern coast and northern border areas,94 to hydropower dams in the northern and eastern border areas,95 to large-scale and artisanal mines in the north,96 and to smaller industrial projects in urban centers in the middle of the state.97 In a country where up to 70 percent of the labor force is estimated to be directly or indirectly engaged in agriculture,98 and where approximately 25 to 40 percent of farmers are landless,99 land-grabbing directly threatens the livelihoods of small-scale farmers and rural villagers. The consequences of land-grabbing and associated resource crimes are particularly acute in Myanmar’s northern Kachin State—which has experienced the second-highest number of land grabs after neighboring Shan State—due to a shortage of available land and the Kachin State government’s inability to combat the practice.100

Within this permissive environment, various actors have become skilled at using increasingly sophisticated legal and extra-legal means to gain power over land and resources. The primary perpetrators of land-grabbing include political and military leaders and their families, as well as military-affiliated Myanmar companies, cronies, ethnic armed groups (EAGs), and foreign companies. However, the lack of a clear distinction between the state, the government, and the armed forces (known as the Tatmadaw) from 1988 to 2010, when disputed elections ushered in an ostensibly civilian-led government headed by Thein Sein, complicates efforts to analyze past crimes attributable to these actors.101 Further complicating matters, state and political authorities are linked to civil society actors and interest groups through domestic and foreign business concerns, some legal and other ille-
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gal. This phenomenon is particularly prevalent in Kachin State, where the 'military–state' nexus is constructed by the interactions of a broad constellation of state actors, ranging from state land agency workers, surveyors, regional military officers, and local pro-government militia leaders, to non-state or quasi-state-like actors, such as businessmen, ethnic elite leaders, and non-government organizations (NGOs).

A detailed examination of land-grabbing in Kachin State illustrates how persistent armed conflict and poor rule of law in areas where state and central government control is weak or non-existent creates rights gaps that perpetuate HLP rights violations. This section has two objectives. First, it traces the historical progression of land-grabs in Kachin State and illustrates how rights gaps during periods of political flux enabled the creation of legal and extra-legal measures that perpetuate HLP rights violations. Constructing this genealogy of HLP rights violations in Myanmar requires an understanding of the country's complex history of armed conflict, illicit trade, cronyism, and racism against ethnic minorities. Second, it constructs a typology of the various manifestations of land-grabbing and the actors who engage in it in order to inform reparation measures that may be considered during a potential transitional justice process.

A. Legalization of Land-Grabbing by Government, Cronies, and Capitalists

Successive central governments in Myanmar have used land-grabbing and natural resource expropriation to consolidate power through the systematic political and socio-economic exclusion of ethnic minority populations. These governments have used land-grabbing (1) to consolidate state authority through state-building; (2) to suppress ethnic struggles for autonomy in the restive borderlands; (3) to amass wealth from lucrative natural resources located within ethnic states; and (4) to create opportunities for investment by offering resource concessions and contracts for industrial projects. Understanding the complex and dynamic interplay between successive central governments and the KIO/KIA with regards to HLP rights violations requires examining political geographies of land ownership over time.

Land-grabbing in Myanmar predates the formation of the state. The 1894 Land Acquisition Act legalized the British colonial administration's appropriation of so-called "waste land," defined as areas under active fallow

cycles and used by villagers for livestock grazing and the collection of non-timber forest products.\textsuperscript{106} In 1947, the majority ethnic Bamar government negotiated with the Kachin, Shan, and Chin ethnic groups to create the Panglong Agreement,\textsuperscript{107} which promised full autonomy in internal administration and equal shares in the nation’s wealth, particularly in relation to lucrative natural resource rights, if the ethnic groups agreed to enter into the Union of Burma.\textsuperscript{108} Administrative recognition from Rangoon and resource rights never materialized, and hopes for autonomy were dashed when the 1947 Constitution of the Union of Burma formally designated the State as the ultimate owner of all agricultural land.\textsuperscript{109}

A wave of land-grabbing followed independence in 1948 as the government attempted to consolidate state control over private land and natural resources. Under the 1953 Land Nationalization Act,\textsuperscript{110} private land rights were replaced by a system in which the government formally owned, and could exert claims over, the country’s land. With few exceptions, all agricultural land was subject to state reclamation and redistribution.\textsuperscript{111} Frustrated by unfulfilled promises of autonomy and increasing subjugation to the Bamar ethnic majority, which included the imposition of Buddhism as the state religion and administrative acts that left them politically voiceless, Kachin nationalists formed the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) and its armed wing, the Kachin Independence Army (KIA), in 1961 to wage its decades-long war against the government.\textsuperscript{112}

After the military took power in 1962, successive governments used land-grabbing as a weapon in their counterinsurgency campaigns against EAGs like the KIO/A. The regime of General Ne Win used quasi-socialist policies to seize land in the lowland areas while waging counterinsurgency operations in the upland peripheries. Successive ceasefire negotiations between the central government, the Tatmadaw, and KIO/A enabled land grabs for the purpose of seizing and securitizing resource-rich land for state-
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building and natural resource extraction. Following its takeover in 1988, the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC) supplemented the counterinsurgency strategy by granting many EAG leaders lucrative business deals, such as timber and jade concessions, as inducements to enter into bilateral ceasefire agreements. This 'ceasefire capitalism' resulted in massive economic benefits for entities controlled by the government, elements of the KIO/A, and ethnic Bamar and Chinese businessmen through centralization and land securitization. During the previous ceasefire with the KIO/A, which lasted from 1994 to 2011, most of the reserves of timber, jade, gold, and other rare earth metals were located in areas controlled by the KIO/A. The ceasefire collapsed, in part, due to the failure to address the "indivisibility of resources" such as the control of border trade and of the natural resources-dependent economy.

Upon taking office in 2011, the Thein Sein government pursued a strategy of negotiating a series of bilateral ceasefires with EAGs in order to distill the common elements of those ceasefires into a Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA). Offers of ceasefires by the government to EAGs have long been criticized for jeopardizing the prospect of inclusive peace based on perceptions that such ceasefires are less about finding a mutually acceptable solution to conflict than consolidating control of territory and natural resources while indefinitely staving off ethnic minority demands for greater political autonomy. Questions about the government's commitment to peace have been raised repeatedly by the continuation of clashes between the Tatmadaw and EAGs, particularly the KIO/A, during ceasefire negotiations. Even as the current government, led by Aung San Suu Kyi's National League for Democracy (NLD), continues to build on successive ceasefire agreements towards national dialogue and reconciliation, the KIO/A continues to abstain from ceasefire negotiations, in part due to unresolved issues concerning natural resources and the belief that economic benefits from the illegal trade in natural resources undermine the incentive for a ceasefire.

The relationship between land-grabbing and investment is a relatively recent phenomenon. The SLORC initiated the country's first experiment in post-colonial capitalism. The Tatmadaw acted on orders to "do business"
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by seizing lands and forcibly displacing landholders to clear the land for foreign investors.\textsuperscript{121} Between 1994 and 2009, approximately 3,300 villages were decimated and thousands were displaced.\textsuperscript{122} The international sanctions regime in place at the time deterred foreign investment,\textsuperscript{123} but since 2011, the easing of sanctions in response to tentative democratic developments and the implementation of neoliberal economic and legal reform policies have precipitated an influx of foreign investment.\textsuperscript{124} In a country where the economy is predicted to quadruple from $45 billion in 2010 to more than $200 billion in 2030, the industrialization that land-grabbing enables will be a boon for the economy.\textsuperscript{125}

To facilitate foreign and domestic investment in large-scale agriculture and industrial projects, the SLORC’s successor, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC), used legislative measures to disenfranchise landowners while streamlining regulations over land and natural resources.\textsuperscript{126} The SPDC effectively institutionalized state ownership of all land and natural resources in the 2008 Constitution.\textsuperscript{127} The Farmland Law and the Vacant, Fallow, and Virgin Land Management Law (“the 2012 laws”) were passed in 2012 to clarify ownership under the Constitution and provide protections to land owners. Although the laws guaranteed more individual ownership rights, they further consolidated state control over the land. Chapter X of the Farmland Law\textsuperscript{128} allows the State to confiscate any land for a project in the national interest while the Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Land Management Law\textsuperscript{129} enables the government to reallocate farms and forestlands to domestic and foreign investors if they appear to lay fallow. These laws disregard customary land tenure systems to take control of villagers’ traditional forestlands and newly demarcated community forests. Furthermore, the laws have also created a complex system of land registration and administration that excludes local consultation\textsuperscript{130} and appear to

---
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have failed to provide protections against HLP rights violations, such as arbitrary and forced displacement or land grabs.131

The SPDC government actively supported investments by providing large-scale concessions, thereby exacerbating already-severe land scarcity.132 For example, the 2014 Special Economic Zone Law and 2012 Foreign Investment Law provide extensive investment incentives that have encouraged land-grabbing for large industrial projects. Large-scale land acquisitions for commercial agricultural production in Myanmar have also increased 170 percent since 2010.133 It was estimated that 5.3 million acres of land nationally had been leased to investors for commercial agriculture projects by 2013, most of which had taken place without the consent of its owners.134 By 2010, private corporations operating in Kachin State had invested in large-scale commercial farming contracts totaling 393,292 acres.135 The 2015 Draft Foreign Investment Law, which is currently under review, has been criticized for failing to provide protections or remedies for land grabs and other human rights violations.136

The lack of opportunities for legal recourse to address HLP rights violations has led the dispossessed and their supporters to take matters into their own hands. These attempts are often met with violent retaliation, arrest, and prosecution. Protests against the proposed construction of the $3.6 billion Chinese-backed Myitsone Dam in Kachin State—which would have required the forced relocation of as many as 12,000 people from 63 villages—resulted in violent skirmishes between the Tatmadaw and KIA in 2011.137 In another instance, in August 2014, police allegedly beat and shot farmers gathered to protest the confiscation of land by the Tatmadaw two decades prior that was subsequently handed to the CEO of the Chinese-owned Great Wall Company.138 The government has cited infractions of the 2012 Law on the Right to Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession and

the Myanmar Penal Code, which was previously used to incarcerate political activists, to arrest and prosecute people exercising their rights to peacefully protest land-grabbing and large-scale development projects. In June 2013 alone, criminal charges were leveled against 149 farmers and activists. As continued land-grabbing fuels further HLP rights violations, civil and political rights violations increase against those who actively resist land grabs.

B. Illegal and Extra-legal Land-Grabbing by Tatmadaw and Ethnic Armed Groups

The Tatmadaw and KIA seize land to consolidate power and profit from lucrative natural resources through a process that has been characterized as “peace as a business venture.” The Tatmadaw uses land-grabbing (1) to target presumed sympathizers of the KIA as part of a counterinsurgency strategy; (2) to consolidate territorial gains for military installations, buffer zones, and supply routes; and (3) to monopolize control over lucrative natural resources with the backing of private and state-owned Myanmar and Chinese enterprises. The KIA has also been accused of land-grabbing and self-enrichment during the 1994-2011 ceasefire period, which led to charges of “cronyism” due to lucrative business relations that helped some KIA leaders consolidate territory and amass personal wealth from natural resources. Through land-grabbing, both actors create insecurity that exacerbates poverty, poor governance, and protracted armed conflict.

Counterinsurgency strategies often involve the forced displacement of communities in order to “drain the sea” of civilian support. The Tatmadaw has a long history of destroying villages and the livelihoods of civilian populations in ethnic states as a means of severing local populations’ support for insurgents and punishing communities suspected of supporting armed groups. One strategy—known as the “Four Cuts” strategy because it aimed to cut insurgents off from food, supplies, intelligence, and recruits—resulted in widespread and systematic human rights
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violations and displacement. In the 1990s, Kachin civilians suspected of sympathizing with the KIA were forcibly relocated to Tatmadaw-controlled areas and subjected to abuses including summary executions, rape, torture, forced portering, and destruction of property. Since the collapse of the ceasefire in June 2011, approximately 90,000 people have been displaced from over 100 villages. As many as 75,000 people sought protection in some 30 IDP camps along the China border in KIA-controlled areas. Land-grabbing that had taken place prevented return of Kachin civilians and exacerbated problems associated with their displacement.

Natural resources can “motivate, sustain, and aggravate human rights violations committed by armed groups” by financing and rewarding conflict. The government’s monopolization of licit business and trade excludes the Tatmadaw and KIA from engaging in such dealings, thus creating greater incentive for both actors to turn to illicit industries that often lead to land-grabbing. Three primary and interconnected developments have contributed to the perpetuation of conflict-driven land-grabbing in Kachin State: (1) The Tatmadaw and the KIA rely on revenue from natural resources, particularly jade and teak, to finance civil war; (2) private and state-owned Bamar and Chinese enterprises simultaneously invest in illegal jade mining and teak logging enterprises in conflict-affected areas; and (3) Chinese enterprises receive sizable mining and agricultural concessions from the Myanmar government—the latter as part of an opium substitution program led by the Chinese government in Kachin and Shan States. As the following analysis illustrates, overlapping jade extraction and opium cultivation patterns continue amid the dramatic rise in domestic and foreign industrial agricultural land concessions that fuel dispossession of local communities.

The intrinsically linked processes of ethnic insurgency and state-building in Kachin State have created a political territory that permits increased ‘military territorialization’ and profiteering from natural resource extraction. The families of politically influential retired generals, including senior general Than Shwe, profit personally from their control of many of the
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largest licensed jade mining companies. Top KIA leaders also profit personally from the jade trade while the army finances the ethnic armed struggle by taxing revenue from profitable mines located on territory under its control, which serves as the single largest source of the group's income. Both actors operate through proxies to ensure that a lack of transparency prevents the central government from interfering directly in business affairs. When the KIA and the Tatmadaw perceive threats to the jade business, they often respond by escalating the conflict. For example, during key points in ceasefire negotiations that include discussions of natural resource rights and access that could potentially threaten the Tatmadaw and KIA's profiteering, both groups have engaged in skirmishes to derail peace. A pattern has been documented whereby, sensing a threat to the jade business, the Tatmadaw seizes on a pretext to attack the KIA base closest to the mines, detonates bombs around strategic jade mining tracts, and displaces and terrorizes the local population to derail the ceasefire process. These actions indicate that both sides have a vested interest in undermining the incentive of a ceasefire.

Regional Tatmadaw commanders also use military territorialization to seize and securitize vital, resource-rich lands and collude with relevant state agencies to allocate resource concessions to Chinese investors. The creation of securitized resource extraction sites, which are often situated within ceasefire zones, represent forms of counterinsurgency border development financed by different levels of the Chinese state and overseen by local military officers and regional Tatmadaw commanders. This process allows for resources to be transported out of extraction sites with greater security. For example, billions of dollars' worth of precious jadeite is smuggled unimpeded from mines in Kachin State into markets in Mandalay, and onward to China to meet the luxury demands of the growing Chinese middle class. Yet the same civilians who are most affected by the conflict are also excluded from considerations of ownership, management, and benefits of the jade trade. While Myanmar's jade trade accounted for $31 billion in 2014 alone, rampant corruption continues to divert revenue away from much-needed development projects, exacerbating poverty, fueling conflict, and driving desperate civilians to seek out maladaptive livelihoods strate-
Moreover dispossessed landholders are often conscripted or forced to work in illicit industries to finance the ongoing civil war between the Tatmadaw and the KIA.162

One effect of land grabbing that has received particular attention is the livelihood strategy of opium poppy cultivation. Opium poppy is grown near areas controlled by the Tatmadaw, and commanders leverage a one-time tax between $4,167–15,625 USD from all poppy farmers nearby.163 Although heroin is illegal in Myanmar, opium poppy cultivation in northern Myanmar has increased from 21,600 hectares in 2006 to 55,500 hectares in 2015.164 Absent an effective government counter-narcotics campaign, a Chinese opium crop substitution program—which offers subsidies, tax waivers, and import quotas for Chinese companies who provide substitution crops—has promoted short-term economic gains for China without providing a rural livelihoods component for farmers.165,166 Without the ability to grow opium poppies, some dispossessed farmers are forced to seek out farmable land on distant forested hills, migrate to work as wage laborers, or participate in dangerous small-scale resource extraction enterprises.167 The inflow of dispossessed farmers into Tatmadaw and Chinese-owned mines has also fueled an epidemic of heroin addiction and H.I.V. infection among many miners, including child laborers using the drug to increase productivity.168 Many women alienated from land ownership engage in prostitution around mining sites while others are subjected to forced marriage and human trafficking across the border in China.169

The examination of HLP rights violations in Kachin State illustrates how land grabs and resource crimes contribute to armed conflict and systematic oppression, threatening the very lives and livelihoods of vulnerable populations. HLP rights violations perpetuate cycles of violence, and pose serious threats to the security of the individual and the state. At the individual level, economic deprivation can lead to loss of livelihood and increase the risk of grave human rights violations, including despoilment, dispossession, and death. These abuses can disproportionately affect women and girls, who are often unable to inherit land and property, and thus turn to maladaptive livelihoods that further increase their vulnerability.170 At the state level, the
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creation of land tenure insecurity and misappropriation of revenue from natural resources can undermine sustainable economic development, weaken rule of law, and entrench corruption; it can also contribute to deforestation, loss of biodiversity, increased soil erosion, and depleted water sources,¹⁷¹ becoming a form of "slow violence"¹⁷² that incrementally robs populations of their means of survival over time. Therefore, each of these HLP rights violations creates generational challenges that must be addressed specifically through reparations processes.

V. Reparations for Past and Present HLP Rights Violations in Myanmar

Prospects for transitional justice in Myanmar have been complicated by the incomplete democratic transition, the persistent armed conflict in ethnic states, and the uncertainty of how the new government will address continuing human rights violations.¹⁷³ The landslide victory of the politically uncontested National League for Democracy (NLD) in the 2015 national elections was buoyed largely by rural discontent over ethnic marginalization and the party's promises to provide redress for abuses, such as land grabs.¹⁷⁴,¹⁷⁵ Amidst high hopes for wide ranging political and economic reforms, the new government has even formed a task force to oversee the restitution process, with the aim of solving all land grab cases within one year.¹⁷⁶ Yet structural causes of conflict and exclusion that perpetuate land-grabbing have gone largely unaddressed while mechanisms for legal redress remain inaccessible to the general population.

One of the primary impediments to combating land-grabbing is the poor state of Myanmar's legal infrastructure, which does not effectively address victims' HLP rights.¹⁷⁷ Since 1962, rule of law has been effectively absent in Myanmar.¹⁷⁸ In fact, previous military regimes conceived of law not as a means to protect rights, but as a means to control the population.¹⁷⁹ Attempts by previous military governments to remove legal protections for average citizens created a vague and inconsistent legal regime.¹⁸⁰ Many re-
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maining laws are also inconsistent with international standards due to Myanmar's failure to ratify important international human rights treaties.\footnote{181} The poor state of rule of law in Myanmar prevents efforts to hold perpetrators of HLP rights violations accountable. The concept of civilian control over the military has no legal or institutional basis in Myanmar. The 2008 Constitution, which was written by the previous military regime, shields acts attributable to both previous and current regimes from any form of accountability.\footnote{182} The Constitution also mandates military representation in state institutions.\footnote{183} As a result, the Tatmadaw retains the top positions in key ministries, such as Defense, Border Affairs, and Home Affairs. The many military members from the previous regime who continue to serve in the NLD-led government\footnote{184} also form a powerful voting bloc capable of vetoing proposed Constitutional amendments.\footnote{185} As a consequence, attempts to combat impunity within the current legal system, including by reforming the Constitution, are essentially untenable. Absent both political support and legal means to hold perpetrators responsible for HLP rights violations to account, this culture of impunity enables future HLP rights violations.

Within this system of institutionalized impunity, transitional justice has been cited as a "spoiler" issue.\footnote{186} Critics claim that addressing past violations committed by officials of the former regime that maintain political and military power could prompt a backlash from those sectors.\footnote{187} In this regard, any attempt to address past injustices is perceived as a threat to the country's tentative democratic transition. Although the recent opening of

\footnote{181} Myanam is party only to the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.


\footnote{183} The 2008 Constitution drafted by the junta gives the Tatmadaw one-quarter of the seats in the upper and lower houses of the national parliament and one-third of the seats in the state/regional parliaments (see Articles 141, 109, and 161). Since, Article 436 of constitutional amendments must receive more than 75 percent of the vote in parliament, the military's mandated 25 percent voting bloc gives it effective veto power over any proposed changes.


\footnote{185} Art. 436 of the Myanmar Constitution states, "If it is necessary to amend...this Constitution, it shall be amended with the prior approval of more than seventy-five percent of all the representatives of the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, after which in a nation-wide referendum only with the votes of more than half of those who are eligible to vote." https://perma.cc/MG3Z-ZGQ4
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political space has been interpreted as a barometer for democratic reform, prospects for domestic trials, truth-seeking mechanisms, or security sector reform are poor.

Nascent attempts to address past human rights violations in Myanmar have focused on documenting violations of civil and political rights, including the denial of basic freedoms and forced labor, without consideration of ESC rights violations, such as land-grabbing. Efforts to localize transitional justice in pre-transition Myanmar focused on catalyzing democratic change through community-based human rights documentation trainings led primarily by organizations focused on civil and political rights violations. Although civil and political rights violations may be more amenable to advocacy and justiciable in a court of law, the poor legal architecture and complex climate in Myanmar necessitates approaches to justice and reconciliation that look beyond the narrow scope of accountability for prosecutions for civil and political rights violations. Proponents of addressing ESC rights in transitional justice processes argue that such violations can be more widespread than civil and political rights violations, involve more perpetrators and affect more victims, and inflict harm on individuals and society that is just as serious as other violations. Due to the pervasiveness of land-grabbing and the broad constellation of victims in Myanmar, it is important to consider reparations for structural exclusion and inequalities, particularly HLP rights violations.

Any potential reparations program should look beyond the limits of domestic law to combine redress for past crimes in the form of restitution and compensation, wherever possible, with forward-looking measures to achieve satisfaction and guarantees of non-recurrence. Despite the progress that has been made documenting abuses and advocating for justice, competing policy priorities and entrenched impunity raise questions about the commitment and ability of the government of the poorest nation in Southeast Asia to enact such a massive reparations program. Seeking a reparations program for victims of decades of abuse while attempting to address the root causes of persistent conflict requires wide-ranging reforms. Therefore, reparations for HLP rights violations should include not only restitution and compensation but also land tenure reform at the national level and foreign government and corporate responsibility at the international level.
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A. Restitution and Compensation for HLP Rights Violations

Provisions for restitution and compensation under international law have the potential to restore the situation that existed before the violations or provide assessable damages arising from the violations. As previously discussed, however, the practical implementation of restitution and compensation programs in transitional states is not a straightforward process. For example, although Myanmar citizens filed more than 26,000 complaints regarding past land-grabs committed by the Tatmadaw from 2012 to 2015, fewer than 10 percent of these complaints have received attention and fewer still have been resolved. In August 2013, Parliament urged the government to expedite procedures to allow grabbed farmland to be restituted to its original owners across the country. That same year, the General Administration Department (GAD) set forth guidelines for companies, ministries, and the Tatmadaw to “release” previously grabbed land to the state, including land acquired under the Land Acquisition Act. Yet less than a quarter of the approximately 2,700 complaints sent to the Defense Ministry—which processes land claimed by the Tatmadaw—have been addressed so far, and only 300 out of 6,559 complaints lodged with state and regional governments have been settled.

Similar to restitution efforts, attempts at compensation have not been adequate. On average, compensation for land confiscation is either not paid or falls far short of the market-value provisions found in the Land Acquisition Act. In fact, compensation for dispossessed landholders has varied widely from 800 to 300,000 kyats per acre. Furthermore, cases of compensation remain rare, are largely ad hoc in nature, and are more commonly motivated by improving public relations than securing the rights of victims. According to the Secretary General of the Parliamentary Land Confiscation Commission, as of June 2015 only 882 of the approximately 30,000 cases submitted to the Commission were deemed fit for compensation. Without state-sponsored compensation for development purposes in
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the absence of statutory land titles, returning asylum-seekers, IDPs, and small-scale farmers still remain vulnerable to land-grabbing.

Other approaches to restitution and compensation have been pursued with mixed results. The recognition and restitution of land titles and tenure rights have been advocated during the negotiation of ceasefire agreements to protect existing, displaced, and returning ethnic populations.\textsuperscript{203} Formal recognition of land titles and tenure rights would enable the parties to enter negotiations over restitution, in particular the implementation of the right of dispossessed landowners to return to their lands and reclaim their property. As the government tries to pursue new ceasefire agreements with EAGs such as the KIA, and transform existing ceasefire agreements into the NCA, however, it faces challenges of sequencing and prioritization of demands. In terms of sequencing, natural resource rights and the distribution of resource revenues remain among the most politically contentious issues of the peace process that observers argue should be tabled for discussion during the National Political Dialogue.\textsuperscript{204} In terms of prioritization, communities continue to focus their demands on meeting basic security and protection needs, with access to land and compensation for destroyed property cited as secondary concerns.\textsuperscript{205} Recognition and restitution of HLP rights create a causality dilemma, as both are predicated on the achievement of a political settlement for sustainable peace. Based on the current status of negotiations, however, neither the military nor the EAGs appear likely to forfeit their strategic advantages.\textsuperscript{206}

A potential approach to compensation is the creation of victims’ funds with the earnings amassed by past military rulers and their allies. Albeit primarily symbolic in nature, the creation of such funds could provide a model for financing reparations programs.\textsuperscript{207} For example, the jade mining concessions that are held by families of former Senior General Than Shwe and political figures Maung Maung Thein and Ohn Myint amount to pre-tax sales of U.S. $220 million.\textsuperscript{208} Although these individuals enjoy consti-
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tutional immunity, their syndicates could be targeted for asset recovery and redistribution programs to support victims. Pursuing asset seizure and re-distribution may prove to be a politically costly move during the transitional phase because such privileged individuals have the potential to use their economic power to become spoilers.

Finally, other transitional justice mechanisms, such as truth-seeking mechanisms, can be used as a complement to restitution and compensation. Such mechanisms can provide satisfaction to victims by authenticating claims for future administrative approaches to land issues or creating a record of abuses to pursue future claims. Truth and reconciliation commissions are an important step towards recognition of abuses in which the victims can describe the impact of the HLP rights violations they suffered in their own terms and advocate on their own behalf for redress.\textsuperscript{209} Similarly, special commissions of inquiry—either purely domestic in composition or including international advisers—can serve as intermediate measures between truth-seeking and accountability, with the power to issue recommendations for prosecutions and revoke concession licenses.\textsuperscript{210} In 2012, the Land Confiscation Investigation Commission became the first such body established to receive complaints from affected individuals and communities about cases of past land-grabbing.\textsuperscript{211} The Commission’s first report analyzed cases associated with more than 117,000 acres of land acquired in violation of existing laws, rules, and regulations since 1989.\textsuperscript{212} Other commissions of inquiry, such as the Myanmar National Human Rights Commission\textsuperscript{213} and the Government’s Rule of Law Committee have heard thousands of cases of government corruption and police violence against individuals protesting land grabs.\textsuperscript{214} Yet neither body possesses judicial or enforcement powers, making it difficult to ensure compliance with decisions.\textsuperscript{215}
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B. Customary Land Tenure Reform

Customary land tenure reform is an important means of providing guarantees of non-recurrence for HLP rights violations and resource crimes as Myanmar continues its transition. Despite the recognition of customary land ownership under the British colonial administration, successive military governments disrupted customary land use patterns and effectively denied the legal recognition of customary land use.216 These customary land tenure arrangements exist in practice alongside statutory laws in many remote parts of the country, particularly in ethnic borderlands, where they still do not enjoy formal legal recognition in Myanmar.217 Despite customary laws' complexity and patchwork application, there is opportunity to integrate the two systems into one comprehensive and comprehensible land tenure system. Therefore, recognizing and gradually formalizing customary rights and usages within statutory land tenure arrangements is an important means of enfranchising marginalized populations.

The incorporation of customary land tenure into existing statutory frameworks requires sensitivity and special attention to areas of compatibility with relevant international standards. For example, specific elements of customary land tenure also prove discriminatory and exclusionary, including communal ownership, documentation and registration, and shifting agriculture and vacant and fallow land. Patrilineal inheritance systems, such as the Kachin kinship system, also result in the exclusion of women from land ownership.218 Furthermore, despite areas of incompatibility with international human rights norms, customary law is both derived from and accompanied by a strong sense of legal and social obligation.219 The importance of social relationships and the principle of reciprocity in most customary land tenure systems underscore the need to balance "reconciliation" and legal rights in land tenure systems.220 Therefore, the more progressive and functional elements of customary laws should be incorporated carefully into new statutory land laws, where applicable, with particular attention to compatibility with international standards.

Perhaps the most significant step the Myanmar government has taken towards customary land tenure reform has been the drafting of the National Land Use Policy (NLUP). The sixth draft iteration of the NLUP specifically addresses restitution through (1) development of fair procedures; (2) application of international human rights standards; (3) equal right of men and women; (4) monitoring and evaluation for procedural compliance; and (5)
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conducting research on best procedures for restitution of HLP rights of those who had to abandon their residences due to illegal appropriation of land, armed conflict, and other natural and manmade causes. Furthermore, in the specific case of "ethnic nationals who lost their land resources where they lived or worked due to civil war, land-grabbing or natural disasters," the NLUP states that "adequate land use rights and housing rights shall be systematically provided in accordance with international best practices." This policy, created through a consultative public process, marks the first step toward reforming and ultimately replacing the 2012 laws.

The government adopted the NLUP in January 2016, providing recognition to traditional land management practices. Critics have claimed that the centralized governance structures, unclear wording, and lengthy sections on government land acquisition renders the policy incompatible with the realities on the ground and would facilitate continued centralized ownership, control, and land grabbing in the ethnic states. Furthermore, the lack of a specific classification for customary lands would create bureaucratic obstacles to the customary practice of managing all community lands. Despite these shortcomings, the NLUP illustrates the ability of the government to acknowledge and take steps to address the fundamental concerns and aspirations expressed by victims of the gravest HLP rights violations, such as refugees and IDPs seeking return to their place of origin, while also providing protections at the policy level to guarantee respect for the statutory and customary land rights of all people.

C. Foreign Government and Corporate Responsibility

Although transitional justice processes tend to focus on dismantling repressive regimes and promoting more open political systems, the secondary actors who provide economic support for and financially benefit from the regimes are seldom held responsible. The redirection and redistribution of scarce resources from those whom the conflict directly and indirectly enriched into reparations programs is important consideration for states during transitional justice processes. In addition to the potential for restitution of grabbed land and resources, the pursuit of foreign government and corporate responsibility through the voluntary acceptance of international agreements could provide potential guarantees of non-recurrence. Measures based variously on principles of distributive justice and corrective justice
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could be combined in coercive and voluntary ways to create a norm of “foreign government and corporate social responsibility.” These measures should seek to enhance victims’ economic, political, and social power under the new political order.

Any attempt to restore illegally accumulated housing, land, and property, or redistribute the wealth amassed by private companies or foreign affiliates during periods of armed conflict or state repression, must consider both the degree of responsibility of the perpetrator and the type of evidence available to prove responsibility.\(^\text{227}\) In order to prove responsibility for HLP rights violations and associated violence, a legal-factual link that establishes an evidentiary connection to the violations and proves the legal harm that allows for the redistribution of resources must be identified in each case.\(^\text{228}\) Although some jurisprudence exists in this regard—including judgments that knowingly receiving goods obtained against the will of the true owner constitutes pillage\(^\text{229}\)—the requirement of a legal-factual link that connects the corporation to specific HLP rights violation is incredibly difficult to prove in transitional contexts where rights gaps enable legally ambiguous business transactions.\(^\text{230}\)

Foreign governments and private investors have begun to calculate political risk when considering investment in Myanmar amid ongoing human rights violations that may damage their reputations or even expose them to legal liability. Some states have even begun to institute human rights requirements for doing business in Myanmar. For example, in 2013, the U.S. began requiring businesses investing over $500,000 in Myanmar to submit annual reports on how they are addressing human rights, labor, corruption, and environmental risks associated with their projects or supply chains, including disclosure of any land acquisitions.\(^\text{231}\) Yet many foreign investors, such as China, have agreed to no such regulations.\(^\text{232}\)

Voluntary acceptance of non-binding international standards indicates an international progression towards corporate and state accountability for investments. The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, endorsed in 2011 by the UN Human Rights Council, provides an accountability framework for both corporate and state responsibil-
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It is clear that these principles will be utilized for past and present claims against both Myanmar nationals—some of whom remain on international sanction lists—and foreign nationals and legal entities pursuing their own national trade and investment interests.

VI. Conclusion

Reparations are an important means for individuals and societies to address past injustice and create a better future. In transitional societies, HLP rights are particularly important for the restoration of basic livelihoods and the creation of durable solutions, for victims of dispossession. Therefore, reparations for HLP rights violations in the aftermath of armed conflict or repressive regimes are key to the creation and preservation of peaceful inter-communal relations and the development of democratic systems. At the global level, significant normative developments have occurred in establishing the rights of victims to reparations, which has translated to some important practical developments in the administration of reparations programs. In Myanmar, combating land grabs and implementing comprehensive land reform has become a priority of the NLD-led government, which seeks to build on early successes such as the adoption of the NLUP. Despite these positive developments, the various measures presented to provide reparation, restore victims’ rights, and halt HLP violations during the transitional period are presently an aspiration.

Dispossessed farmers and small-scale landholders in Myanmar who lack formal ownership of land and who suffer HLP rights violations undoubtedly face many challenges in their attempts to change discriminatory systems. As a practical matter, convincing the majority Bamar government and its powerful allies to right generations of wrongs by devoting finite resources to a complex reparations program for marginalized ethnic populations is politically difficult. Additionally, cronies and the Tatmadaw, who are best positioned to benefit from co-opting or spoiling land tenure reform, will likely defend their preferential status by escalating land-grabs to consoli-
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date land holdings if their political power is threatened. Similar dynamics may also manifest among the KIO/A, due to their financial dependence on illicit trade. Furthermore, in a country where the government remains either unable or unwilling to provide domestic legal protections for victims of continuing HLP rights violations, and where most victims lack the political clout to demand their provision, it is highly unlikely that calls to enforce compliance with international legal obligations will be recognized and respected.

This article has presented select approaches to reparations for HLP rights violations that are practicable where technical complexity, legal lacunae, and accountability challenges deny victims their rights. Some approaches, such as restitution and compensation, are meant to restore victims and their families to the situation they enjoyed before the violation, or repair their situation by changing the system that permitted the initial violation. Others, such as customary land tenure reform and foreign government and corporate compliance with human rights standards, have the potential to affect greater structural change in HLP rights schemes and prevent the recurrence of future incidents of HLP rights violations. Combining both legal and normative elements of reparations within complex arrangements thus presents an opportunity to maximize satisfaction for victims while minimizing inconsistencies in human rights protection.

In spite of persistent rights gaps in Myanmar’s ethnic borderlands, the tentative opening of political space across the country has enabled a groundswell of grassroots resistance against HLP rights violations and broad-based demands for justice. Land rights activists and local populations are finding new ways to non-violently oppose continuing land grabs and advocate for the return of land grabbed under the previous regime. Lawyers and community groups are beginning to test the boundaries of the new constitutional rights regime, including by compiling dossiers of land-grab cases. Although the progress to date has been limited, the process of seeking reparations may be a satisfying endeavor in its own right. Involvement in a struggle for reparations allows victims to restore their dignity by seeking recognition of the violations, develop civic trust by spreading knowledge of the violations, and achieve solidarity by building communities of support. As civil and political reforms progress, and awareness of the dangers of land-grabbing in Myanmar increases attention on ESC rights, complex reparations that provide greater HLP rights to dispossessed landholders may soon become a reality.
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